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ospital Here
Council Agrees
Sponsor Project
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WPA Aid
fly all preliminaries for
a campaign purpose of
is to build and equip a
hospital in Princeton
n completed, Marshall P.
president of the hospital
id Tuesday.
t development in the long
plan was a meeting of
pital board's executive
ee with doctors of the
ity, held Friday night last
Drs. F. T. Linton, W. L.
L. Barnes, W. C. Haydon,
os and C. B. Walker
ial guests.
physicians were shown
Is and joined in discustentative plans for the
hospital and all exenthusiasm and pledged
'al finan ci a 1 support.
of the hospital commitding were W. C. Sparks,
armer, J. F. Graham and
ltinsky.
t plans call for a buildst $40,000, with an addi15,000 necessary to prouipment A non - profit
lion would operate the inp night the hospital cornappeared before the City
and requested that body
•r the hospital, in order
A aid may be obtained in
of a grant which, it is
will be sufficient to dethe cost of the building,
'nder to be obtained by
bscription.
discussion of plans, the
agreed to act as sponsor
project and to cooperate,
Lisman said, "in every
way."
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1Highway Safety To
Temperature soared to
104 degrees Tuesday and
Wednesday to climax the
most torrid heat wave experieneed here in many
years, S J. Lowery,superintendent of the W. Kentucky Experiment Farm
said late Wednesday afternoon.
The heat wave started
June 19, with a temperature of 93, and climbed to
100, June 26 and 27. Mercury fell 5 degrees the
next day and soared agai$
to 102 degrees June 30.
The record high came the
first two days of this
month.
Mr. Lowery said the
heat was more intense
than at any time last

Otter Pond Man
Killed By Train
Last
, Friday Night
Okie Oliver, 29-year-old resident
of the Otter Pond community, was
killed instantly late Friday, June'
27, when struck by a train on the
Illinois Central tracks near Otter
Pond. Oliver was believed to
have fallen asleep beside the
tracks or failed to see the approaching train while sitting beside the railroad. He died from
a crushed skull. He is survived
by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Oliver, and several brothers
and sisters. Funeral services and
burial was at Millwood Cemetery
Sunday afternoon.

Local Soldier In
Officers' School
--Ralph R. Smith, 23, corporal in
the Seventh Engineers Division at
the Fort Custer, Mich., Army station, received appointment to the
Engineers Officers' Training
School, Ft. Belvoir, Va., and will
enroll July 7. He was one of 27
enlisted men chosen from 20,000
at the Army post. When Smith
has finished the course he will be
commissioned a Second Lieutenant and placed in the organized
Reserve Corp, eligible for active
duty in the Army under the Selective act. This method supplements West Point and R.O.T.C.
schools in furnishing officers to
the U. S. Army.

• T. B. McConnell Seeks
orsement of Voters
ader, this week, is auto announce the candiHon. T. B. McConnell for
on as Representative of
county, subject to the
the Democratic primary,'
Y, August 2, 1941.
erving as Representative,
onnell is of course well
to voters here. He is re'. lssociates as a capable
.1 official and is exin the duties of the ofagain seeks.
rd to the voters follows:
e last three terms of the
Y General Assembly,
presented the Sixth DisPosed of Caldwell coun, with the reason and
t at my command. In
ktance in casting a vote
ple of Caldwell county,
ned to eliminate partianhare conscientiously enrepresent the sentivoters of this county.
':ve journals of Kenlit that statement and
lot
record I now ask
Caldwell county for
ur and
lentda
renomination,
eyA
ug
Democratic
Priust 2 1941
tainh bilious
to again repPeople of Caldwell
. 1 have
undertaken to
thfully and to
reflect the
I of the
people. I believe
1;ence as your
Represent()f great value in the
es of future
service,

Slow Motion

T. B.-McConnell
---and I shall bring the knowledge
I have gained to bear in my efforts to represent this county if
in your wisdom you choose to endorse my record and return me to
the legislature.
In a period of great emergency
such as we are now facing, necessitating closer cooperation between State and Federal governments, I feel that the experience
I have gained will enable me to
face any and all questions as they
may arise. In asking the voters
of Caldwell county to again return me to the legislature, I do so
with a clear conscience, for I have
never cast a vote that I am
Continued on Page 1, Sec. 2

summer, which was one
of the hottest in years.
The last rainfall was .4
of an inch, June 10, and
the heats wave has been
accompanied by blistering
winds which have greatly
injured crops, especially
growing corn, Mr. Lowery
said.
Scattered clouds and
prospects for rain sent
the mercury downward
about 5 degrees Wednesday afternoon late and
provided some relief from
the swelter . . . and real
relief came at night with
a slow downfall which
was very welcome on
parched land throughout
the county.

85 Register Here
For Defense Army
Caldwell's -Class Of
1920" Expected To
Get Call Soon
Caldwell county's "Class of
1920 -totalling 85 young men
who became 21 years old since
the Nation's first peacetime draft
originated last October 18-registered for Uncle Sam's big-scale
Selective Service at the circuit
court clerk's office here Tuesday.
And the 85 are likely prospects
to be inducted soon, according to
official reports Wednesday, as
they are regarded to be better soldier material than the variedaged group registered last October and because of the temporary
deferment of all registrants above
28 years old.
The order for 30-day deferment
of registrants 28 and more came
Tuesday, before the ink had dried
from the cards of 21-year-olds all
(Continued on Page 8)

Local Banks Pay
Regular Dividends
First National And
Farmers Report Business Gains
Princeton's two banks, holding
their regular semi-annual directors' meeting Monday, reported
satisfactory business the last six
months and declared their regular dividends.
The First National Bank declared its dividend at the rate of
9 percent per annum. During the
last six months, this bank shows
a gain of $74,000 in deposits over
the same time one year ago, Henr7 Sevison, president, said, and
volume of business reflected
the last six months an "appreciable velocity of gain, due largely
to steady activity of Princeton's
three manufacturing plants, the
Hosiery Mllls, the Kentucky Whip
& Collar Co., and the Curnberland Manufacturing Co."
Directors of the Farmers National Bank reviewed business,
considered earnings for the six
months period ending June 30, declared the regular semi-annual
aividend of 3 percent and passed
the balance of earnings to surplus ,undivided profits, reserves
and reduction in carrying charges
or banking house, furniture and
fixtures.
"The bank has enjoyed very
satisfactory the last six months,"
I
Shell R. Smith, president, said,
"and we attribute this to the support of our friends and customers."

Mrs. J. E. Adams Is
Home From Louisville
-Mrs. E. J. Adams, Fredonia,
who has been ill in St. Joseph's
Hospital, Louisville, has returned
to her home and is improving
rapidly. She entered the hospital
nearly two weeks ago.

Is Cheaper

Be Stressed Over
Holiday Weekend
Eight Traffic Law
Violators Fined;
Drunk Drivers Are
Chief Worry

No Tricks Wit+
Fireworks, Now

Starting early in an attempt to
hold down highway accidents
over the Fourth of July weekend
which begins Friday, State Highway Patrolmen Clyde Twisdale
and Harold Rudd, acting on inRemember, The Sun's Hot
structions from Frankfort, arrested eight violators of traffic laws
in Princeton and Caldwell county
last weekend. Those arrested
drew fines ranging from $10 to
$100 in Judge Hanberry's court.
Especial emphasis will be placed
upon drunken driving, the State
policemen said Tuesday, in a continuing highway safety campaign
ordered by the State Highway
Take It Easy, Pal
Department's safety division, and
those who insist upon operating
motor vehicles while under the
influence of intoxicants will be
arrested and prosecuted vigorously, they warned.
Arrests over the weekend included: Rufus Farmer, of White
Plains, for drunken driving, fined
(By Associated Press)
er tobacco, cigars and snuff were drinks, would be considered later.
'
$100 and costs with driver's liIn addition to the use tax oat
Washington, July 2-A long list rejected ,at least temporarily, by
cense revoked for a year; Bart
Gresham, Caldwell county, for of new or increased excise taxes, the committee. It was estimated automobiles, which would yield
driving with four passengers in, including a $5 annual "use" tax the tobacco levies would bring in about $180,000,000, the committee
voted tentatively in favor of doufront seat of a coupe, fined $10 on all privately owned automoa total of $188,300,000.
bling the present three-and-oneand costs; C. J. Schenk and Wilbiles, a 5 percent levy on passenA proposal for an additional half percent levy on the sale price
liam Twilley, Atlanta, Ga., for
ger transportation tares of more tax of $1 a barrel on beer also of new automobiles and passenoperation of overloadsd trucks,
than 35 cents and a $1-a-gallon was turned down.
ger trailers. This, it was estifined $15 and costa each; Lonnie
boost in the liquor tax was tentaThe proposed levies would raise mated, would produce about $79,C. Black, Lakeland, Fla., for opertively approved by the House $733,200,000 as part of the defense 900,000. Members said that while
ation of an ojtejukstight truck,
Ways and Means Committee .
tax program, it was estimated. the Treasury originally had profined $15 and voitsrtilwin Hum'areasury prop
Chairman Doughton (D-NC) said posed the seven percent tax, it
phries, Paducah, for speeding a
of 75 cents on each thousand ciga- several other tax proposals, in- had suggested a 15 percent levy
truck weighing more than 5,000
rettes and 100 percent on all oth- cluding one cent a bottle on soft instead last week.
pounds, fined
d costs; Mar-

Auto Owners Sure of Stiff Tax Jolt
As Congress Works On Revenue Bill

cellus Edwards, colored, for transporting whiskey and beer through
local optional territory, trial set
for July 17, and Randolph Reese,
Negro, for drunken driving, fined
Cafe
$100 and costs.

Former Princeton
Owner Dies

Mrs. William Jones Is
Improving In Louisville
Mrs. William Jones, the former
Miss Mildred Satterfield, was reported improved at- St. Joseph's
Hospital, Louisville, where she
underwent a major operation Saturday. Mrs. Jones had been ill
the last two months with tuberculosis but was pronounced cured
by Louisville physicians prior to
her operation for another ailment.
She will return home soon.

County Delegation
Going To Owensboro
A delegation of 22 committeemen from Caldwell county will
attend a mass meeting of AAA
cooperators at Owensboro, July 8,
J. L. Groom, Caldwell AAA secetary, said Wednesday. Those
Who will attend are Wylie Brown,
ermmittee chairman; Secretary
G.oom and Curtis George, Roy B.
Newsom, W. P. Oldham, Lawrence Rogers, Porter Sell, Sam
Oates, E. R. Blackburn, G. R. Son,
John Laws, Urey Cook, Silas
Creekmur, Frank Burchett, Garland Wood, B. J. Rogers, John J.
Coons, Charles. Baker, Sylvan
Winn, Walter Perry, Shelly Wyatt
and Sid Satterfield.

Cothrans To Leave
On Month's Vacation

J. B. Rothrock, Sr.,
Was Widely Known
In County
Funeral services for J. B. Rothrock, Sr., 92-year-old former restaurant owner here, who died
Saturday at 5 o'clock, were held
Sunday at Ogden Memorial Methodist Church with the Rev. W. L.
Baker officiating. Burial was at
Wickliffe, where Mr. Rothrock
lived before moving to Princeton
23 years ago.
Mr. Rothrock was born at South
Carrollton, in 1849, and was the
son of David and Susie D. Rothrock. He married Miss Sallie
Adams, of Cincinnati, in 1883, and
to the marriage nine children,
three of whom survive, were
born. He came here from Wickliffe, where he had been a prominent merchant, in 1918. He also
maintained a business in Paducah
before moving to Wickliffe.
He opened Rothrock's Hotel
and Cafe on West Main street and
was in business until his retirement several years ago. He was
a Methodist in faith and was well
known over the county.
The three surviving children
are J. B. Rothrock, Jr., Paducah;
Mrs. H. R. Melton, Columbia,
S. C., and Graham Rothrock, present operator of the hotel opened
here by his father.
He is also survived by three
grandsons, Tommy Rothrock, Paducah; J. B. Rothrock, III, Portland, Ore.; Capt. H. R. Melton,
Charlotte, N. C.; a granddaughter,
Miss Louise Rothrock, of Paducah; a great-granddaughter, Ann
Melton, Columbia, S. C., and five
nieces.

Rev. J. G. Cothran and family
will leave Monday for a month's
vacation in Arkansas, North and
South Carolina, visiting points of
interests and their former home
before retutning. In the absence
of the pastor, the First Baptist
Church will have several visiting'
ministers to conduct services, in- Among out - of - town'relatives
eluding Dr. John Hill, of Mem- attending the funeral of J. B.
Rothrock, Sr., here Sunday were
phis, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Rothrock, and
daughter, Louise, Paducah; Col.
Back From Vacation
and Mrs. Harry R. Melton, CoMr. and Mrs. T. J. Simmons lumbia, S. C.; and Mr. and Mrs.
have returned from a two weeks' J. R. Fitzpatrick, Springfield, Ill.
vacation to their homes in ArJ. L Franklin, Madisonville,
kansas. Mr. Simmons was back at
his post as manager of the Capitol was a business visitor here MonTheater Tuesday morning.
day.

City May Limit
Truck Parking
On Main Street
Trucks may be limited to
30-minute parking on Main
between Cave and Franklin
streets as a result of numerous protests from motorists
and citizens, Mayor L. C. Lisman said Tuesday. The question was brought up by Councilman Watson at Monday
night's meeting of the City
Council. Mr. Watson said he
lead receiv,•d • reyeral complaints about "trucks parking
all day on Main street," causing congestion. The problem
was turned over to the street
committee and' will be decided next Monday night.

Shady Grove Road
Work Starts Soon
Delegation Told Project Will Be Next On
WPA Schedule

4 Students from Princeton and
Caldwell county registering at the
University of Kentucky for the
1941 summer semester included:
Marvin Spickard, J. L. Pidcock,
Horace Jefferson Watson, Milton
Traylor, Robert Brown, Ellen Virginia Baker, James Harvey Leech,
all of Princeton, and Sam Koon,
Stanley Deboe and John W. Koon,
Fredonia.

About 15 citizens of the Shady
Grove and Quinn communities
appeared at Fiscal Court last Friday to press for a starting data
for improvement of the Shady
Grove-Quinn road, under consideration for the last several
months. The delegation was told
the road, which is to be generally
improved and graveled under a
rural highway plan in connection
with WPA, will start as soon as
the Cresswell-Enon road, now under construction, is completed.
Reduction of WPA roles I.
Caldwell county this month and
probable abandonment of a project due to shortage of labor will
not affect the Shady GroveQuinn project, officials here said,
because it was drawn up and approved sometime ago.
WPA officials Wednesday had
not received final instructions as
to discharging 30 WPA workers
and would mammy,which project
here would-be•discontinued.

Independence Day, 1 9 4 1,
falls on Friday; and during
the long weekend which
starts tonight and extends
through Sunday, several hundreds of Americans, now alive
and well, will be killed on
highways, victims of the annual Fourth of July slaughter.
And, since it is quite possible some of you who are
reading these words will not
be. reading the Leader next
Thursday, this obituary appears: R.I.P.
Highways will be more
congested with traffic Friday,
Saturday and Sunday perhaps
than ever before in the history of the country; with people of every walk of life taking advantage of opportunity,

to make excursions .. . Some
will try to take longer trips
than time really permits; and
will drive too fast, endangering themselves and risking
the lives of others. There will
be exuberant folk, who have '
imbibed a little; and youngsters bent of holiday fun in a
hurry. Highway hazards all,
for every individual on the
roads.
But, let us speak no evil of
the soon-to-be-dead. Nearly
all are nice fellows with poor
judgment.
And even tho you observe
the safety rules yourself, your
life and those of loved ones
may pay the penalty for the
carelessness of a flying vacationist.
And so again, to the victims: R.I.P.

Ten Local Students Enroll
In U. of K. Summer School

t:-••
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TAKING PICTURES
IN CENTRAL KENTUCKY
A big league cameraman for National
Geographic Magazine was touring central
Kentucky recently, taking pictures which
will illustrate a feature article in that publication to appear this autumn.
Kentucky thus will get a highly valuable
enational spread of publicity of the very best
kind, as Kentucky is always getting excellent
publicity and free advertising all over the
world.
This big time photographer will not
come down to western Kentucky; and thereby hangs a tale: Picture taking visitors do
not come down this way in large numbers for
the very good reason that the part of Kentucky the world knows most about is the
Bluegrass region. And rightly so, for in central Kentucky are located a large proportion
of the historical and scenic points of interest
for which the State is famous.
Of course western Kentucky has its interesting points too, and these have been
pretty well advertised, especially in the last
two decades since travel by highway became
something more pleasant than the jolt-wagon
and horse-and-buggy varieties which constituted our only modes of travel, aside from
the railroads and the river boats, in other
years.
Good highways have come to this section
of Kentucky in time however, to carry, in the
next few years, hundreds of thousands of
visitors who will come to see the Kentucky
Dam at Gilbertsville; and will spend their
vacation dollars in this community in considerable numbers.
National Geographic's article may deal
almost wholly, as far as pictures are concerned, with central Kentucky; but it will
cause many thousands of Americans everywhere to get a new vision of the entire State;
and many of them will come our way during
the next few years.
•
THE CITIES DESERVE
GASOLINE TAX SHARE
The editor of The Leader has written
a good many lines in his time against diversion of highway funds, money assessed
against users of the public roads specifically
designated by State law for improving the
system of highways over which an ever increasing flow of traffic, both pleasure and
business, flows ... And has no idea or intention now of changing his mind or his attitude; because it is right and proper that
taxes so assessed be used only for the purpose intended by the legislators who made
the law.
But shortly will come to the attention of
the Governor and the new State Legislature
a proposal, not to divert road tax monies to
another purpose than highway construction,
but to more equitably apportion these funds;
and we are heartily in favor of this.
The present State law provides that

•••••4.10%*.***'
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highways which pass through small towns be
maintained by the State. i.e. must be suitably constructed and kept in repair out of
funds collected via the gasoline and automobile licensing taxes. And all of us who have
lived in little places think this is fine and
dandy.
Now comes Mayor Joe Scholtz, of Louisville, a splendid up-standing, high principled
gentleman whose ethics, conduct and accomplishments in public office have won him acclaim far and near, to lead a crusade which
has become a familiar pdennial in Kentucky
... to have one cent of the five-cents-a-gallon
gasoline tax collected from motorists in this
State turned over to the larger cities, proportionately, so their streets, used by all of
the principal highways of the State, also may
have maintenance at expense of all the motoring public which uses them, instead of this
heavy burden being borne only by the citizens of the said cities.
Louisville and Jefferson county, for example, pay a very large proportion of the entire State gasoline tax; and Louisville's
streets carry, day and night, a very great
load of traffic from all sections of the State
and from many other states.
Every car that moves over Louisville's
streets burns gas upon which the State tax
has been paid, but as the matter now stands,
none of the tax money c011ected from these
drivers ever comes back to Louisville to help
pay for the wear and tear the visiting cars
leave in their wake.
Because the little towns and the rural
districts have a very heavy voting superiority over their urban fellows in the Kentucky
Legislature, it has been impossible to obtain
revision of the law governing this phase of
the highway problem; but within recent
years, so many from outlying sections have
been seeing the cities' side of the question at
close range while driving about the State, it
is perhaps to be hoped that this year's effort
for solution of the really pressing problem
will have better success.
•
KNOW OHIO
The current "Know Ohio" tour, a 1,200mile bus journey sponsored by the Ohio Development and Publicity committee for newspaper and magazine writers, places fresh emphasis on the awakening of Ohio Valley
states to the fact that a share of this country's six billion-dollar-a-year tourist business
is worth going after.
D. D. ,Hatcher, Toledo, member of the
-formed commission, estimates that
Ohio has been losing $200,000,000 a year by
not advertising its attractions.
Two neighbors of Ohio are awaking similarly to the fact that this mobile business is
outranked in dollar size only by industry and
agriculture.
West Virginia now has a state publicity
commission for which the Legislature has
appropriated $75,000 for the biennium beginning July 1. Expenses run $12,500, leaving $25,000 a year to be expended on all
forms of advertising.
The Kentucky Department of Highways
recently brought out the first 100,000 to
500,000 booklets containing pictures of that
state's attractions and maps of its highways.
The total cost will be $33,600. Kentucky also
spends about $20,000 on a quarterly magazine portraying state attractions.
The Ketucky Junior Chamber of Commerce is advocating a permanent office
to
advertise the state, which soon is to see
Mammoth Cave—a day's drive from 80,000,000 people—dedicated as this country's
twenty-sixth national park.
While the Ohio Valley does not have a
Yellowstone or a Grand Canyon, it does have
attractions that tourists would drive miles to
.see it but told of them. We have let the West
far outstrip us in advertising.
Ohio Valley states might take a lesson
from the Pacific Northwest Tourist Association and pool their resources for advertising
the section. Members of the association,
which advertises the Pacific Northwest, are
This is no more than right and we hope
the law is changed at the 1942 session of the
Legislature so as to correct a gross inequity
which has existed too long.
—Cincinnati Enquirer
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The Men Behind The Gun
4,-74‘hirtlIF

it r-hePul°1 1 inbarleiPc h sa

German gunners crouch behind the shield of a light gun in a street of a Soviet Russian town somewhere in the path of a German drive on the new warfront. The town's
identity was not disclosed by German sources, This photo was sent from Berlin to New
(Associated Press Telemat)
York via radio.
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SIDELIGHTS ON
DECLARATION OF
INDEPENDENCE
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DELIGHTS ON
ECLARATION OF
DEPENDENCE
Philadelphio, Pa., July 4, 177
'chard Henry Lee, who in
ced the resolution of inde
ce, wasn't here to vote for
ssage or for the adoption of
.laration. He was called to
me in Virginia several days
use of the illness of his
• • •
Benjamin Franklin is the
legate to the Congress which
*ght approved the Declarati
dependence. Dr. Franklin is
but looks and acts like a
his late fifties.
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ndence Resolution, the
Delaware, with only two
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n Delegate Caesar Rodney
's horse 80 miles through a
rstorm in a posthaste
om his Delaware home to
e vote of that colony for
solution.
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The bell which prematurely
aimed the adoption of the d
•• was.cut m T.ondon in.
d brought to Philadelphia
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roughout the world" was

AND WHAT ATNESS war preparation
perhaps comes from
.
In not being afraid
afraid of the Devil,with
Chaplin moustache .
else undesirable .
row when the bands
le mill with excitement
ting for the parade to
bout everything a tense
reflect back with credwho sat around a table
ago and signed some
for us to go by.

number echoed and will be away
for three years . , . Scheduled vacancies to show up soon are
Charlie Griffith and "Foots" Loftus who are about to fall into the
draft pot ... Church Bishop came
up with a plea for an ad to be
used in obtaining new boy friend
for blonde, winsome Becky Bradshaw when Foots marches off.
Weighty evidence here is to effect Becky needs no publicity and
won't have trouble making any
grade she tains . . . Word from
"Teeny" Wood she is flying, feasting and greatly enjoying northeastern scenery while on & tour
for Alma Mater . . . Also word
that Gene Rice, lately gone to
new habitat at Greenville is unhappy and pines for familiar angles of our own Main street . . .
Sarah and Mary J. Trimble, as
pretty a sis combination as is usually seen, made the Da won
Springs Progress last week along
with other bathing beauties in attractive pitcher at beautiful Pennyrile Forest Lake . . . and did
us proud as far as pretty gal rep
is concerned . . . Betty Cook is
mighty attractive and seems to be
next to Princeton's heart but does
carry with her the familiar GirlIn-Love air . . . Reg Lowery has
picked up 15 lbs. in the last two
months and seems to be looking
at life, now, 'thru rose-colored
glasses . . . Heap of ashes and
bottles (medicine) lay untouched
on Main square four and a half
days last week and failed to ad
to beauty of city's center.

FAMILIAR MAIN STREET girl
figure said her group was looking forward to a winter of bridge
playing and dateless weeks because of Uncle Sam's yen for
slendid manhood to wear army
uniforms. Wisecracker said: "Dr.
OF MAIN STREET:' Baines can have fun in
his new
cant spot in our alley house getting
out of bed at city
genial Charlie Tay- limits
and walking halfway to
ent in the U. S. Army town to the
kitchen for breakfast"
for
the
volunteered
. . . Sarah Goodwin, B. L. Blackburn, C. Joiner, joined ranks of
sunburn army Saturday with a
ICE MEANS
day at Dawson Lake.
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PRINCETON PANORAMA .
Blond Jimmy Carr and Margaret
June looking soulfully at each
other . . . Rudd calling Mrs. P.
Stevens "Aunt Martha" and receiving cruel look . . Dixie Mae
rubbing sore spot on pretty head
and telling all passerbys she fell
down the Hobgood steps while
walking sleepily to breakfast one
morn . . . Feeble old woman
stooping on busy Main street to
pick up tinfoil to be used for
Heaven knows what ... Dirty urchin emerging from hot alleyway
and pausing to look longingly at
grocery window display . . . Rosy
cheeked child walking beside well
dressed mother and tempermently tossing cream cone to
sidewalk . . . Girl in drug store
booth peeping shyly in mirror at
guy across the isle who peeped
shyly back at her ... Main street
sweltering, people mopping brows
and condemning weather, business men gripping, girls complaining, kids crying, oldsters bemoaning fate, war threat raging and
life going on as usual like lace
dressed fairies dancing fitfully
,
through moonlit woods.
Florida is rated second to Texas
as a cattle producing state.
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Wodehouse In Germany

Literary
Guidepost

Parolee's Omega

Helps For
Housewives

New York — Detective Joseph
Healy found a parole violator
with a fraternity key. Since the
man's only alma meter was Sing
By John Selby
PIMiiiiiiiiiWitlaM111111.1111.0101.1.1.11.1010.1
Sing, the police checkt,d up and
found the key was stolen with
When a recipe calls for banes.
A VACATION GRAB-BAG—
For once the blurb writers have some other articles frum a doc- pulp, slice peeled bananas into •
hit an exact description. This is tor's home. The man was held for bowl, mash well with a fork, thee
printed on the jacket of Willie burglary.
beat with a regular egg beater ow
Snow Ethridge's "I'll Sing One
a mechanical food mixer until
Song," and it reads: "Altogether
soft and creamy.
this is a thoroughly disarming
book, lightly and gaily written
Vegetables, meats and fish reand abounding with a warm zest
tain their original flavor when re.for life." It is also a book of
heated, if placed in a tightly covsketches which center around
ered double boiler, streamer or
By ADILAIDI KIRI
Mrs. Ethridge's home near Louisegg cooker. This method prevents
AP Feature Service)
ville, sketches about her four
dryness and scorching.
children, her husband, Kentucky
picnics, the Derby, houseboats on
Edythe Farrell, who dishes up
If your youngsters do much pathe Ohio, horses stuck in quick- pieces on sex and murder from per cutting and pasting, keep a
sand, the agony of fixing over a the Police Gazette's editor's chair,
large-sized sheet of unbleached
bathroom, all that and more. The says she's a frustrated woman.
muslin cloth on hand for covering
it
closest
to
thing that brought
By Broadway standards she is the floor or rug. This makes
me was the accommodating tele- a success. Since she became editor cleaning up easy.
phone operator of the local ex- of the Gazette three years ago,
change, however. We used to when she was only 25, its 1938
Slip some of your favorite sahave one of those delightful wo- circulation of 48,000 has quad- chet powder in the ends of ths
men in my home town. MacMil- rupled. But that has not satisfied padded hangers holding your beet
lan: $1.75)
her. What she longs to do is write dresses. The subtle odor scents
Evelyn Eaton's "Quietly My the Great American Novel.
the closet as well as the garments.
P. G. Wodehouse, (left) British author who was captured by Captain Waits" is still fresh in a
When I went to see her on the
good many minds. Those who other day, she came zooming into
the Germans in the fall of France last summer and placed
Toasted cornbread is tasty wide
in the
Silesian internment camp, has his freedom—within Germany. He read and liked it will be delight- her Broadway office in a red- creamed meats, fish or vegetables.
ed to know that her new novel is barred white suit, molded to a Toast on both sides. Leftover core
and an unidentified companion stand in front of the famous
Brandenburg gate of Berlin. This picture was sent by radio from Berlin. in the same groove: it is set in well-molded figure. Eyes, curls bread works as well or better
Nova Scotia, it deals with the and the bow that held them were than fresh.
(Associated Press Telemat)
French in America and particu- all a crackling black. She tossed
larly with the Siege of Louis- her big white hat on a table, sat
Save lemon skins to rub over
bourg, and its hero is a strange down in the big swivel desk chair, the hands and nails to remove
and delightful young man named tucked one foot under her and let stains caused by vegetable prepaPaul de Morpain who has a gift fly.
rations and general cleaning.
for steering his life into odd ad"What anybody wants to write
ventures. Harper's: $2.50)
about me for is more than I know.
Try chopped figs in white or
And Kate O'Brien's "The Land Sure I'm the editor of the Police caramel frosting on your next
By Jack Stinnett
altogether and carry on with his of Spices" will be no disappointGazette — though nobody but a spice cake. The flavors do loads
Washington — There is an odd usual advertising.
ment to those who remember her few people around here ever be- for each other.
kind of censorship going on which If
you hear about a New Jersey "Without My Cloak." The new lieve it. Sure I get a kick out of
probably because of the flow of
producer jumping into one of his book is a strange and haunting it. I love to have things going on.
Of Alaska's 72,000 populations,
big news, rarely is mentioned.
own acid vats, he said to me, story of the repressed but strong
(Continued on Page 6)
about 39,000 are white.
Manufacturers who hold deattachment of a Reverend Mother
don't be surprised.
fense contracts, it seems, have to
• • •
in a convent and little Anna Mursubmit to the Office of Producphy; of convent life and the imA Reversal Of Form
tion Management, army or navy,
Acids bring up another choice pact thereupon of a changing
all advertising which mentions in
world. Miss O'Brien's description
any way that they may not be priorities yarn that is floating of a convent school is sympaaround
the
capital.
able to deliver this or that be,
In the early days of national de- thetic, yet realistic, and she write.
cause their national defense comfense (before OPM) a big chemi- fine prose. (Doubleday, Doran
mitments or priorities have taken
cal company that turns out a $2.50)
this or that off the market.
Of late years Warwick Deeping
For obvious reasons, I can't product which is 95 percent a has led a double life in America
chemical that is important to one
name names — but this came
vital defense product sent a rep- Some of his older and lesser novdirectly from a manufacturer.
resentative to Washington to of- els have been published by one
About two months ago, he wantfer to curtail the'manufacture of firm, while his more serious pro
ed to explain in a nationad adverthis nationally - advertised item ductions have appeared in antising campaign that for a few
until it was determined how other list. One of the latter is out
months it might be hard to get
much of it would be necessary this week—"The Dark Hour," in
his particular patented articles
which a young doctor who cannot
for defense.
but that if customers would just
The representative was given a afford to set himself up in Lonbear with him for a short time
run-around and sent home with don takes to the country, and
1. Nourishing-appehe would be back in the producthe assurance that the govern- learns a great deal about life and
tizing -refreshing.
tion groove.
love
and
all
that
sort
of
thing.
It
ment could do without him and
2. Made from the juice
For two months OPM and the
of real fruits.
his company very nicely, thank is something like "Sorrell and
army mulled over this ad—or3. A food as well as a
Son,"
which
will
please
those
who
you.
beverage.
dered a dozen changes until it
That was about a year ago. To- liked that popular novel. (Knopf:
No preservatives4.
hardly said anything—and finally
day, the same company, with a $2.50)
no carbonation.
agreed to okay it subject to lastgood
Healthful-a
5.
government contract and under
minute revisions. The harassed
source of Vitamin C.
government orders, is buying why a lot of thunder is rumbling
manufacturer tried to explain that
back its product from wholesalers over the heads of national defense
national advertising campaigns and retailers-,-in-many
eases at agencies today.
were planned weeks or months
• • •
a premium—and going through
in advance—that magazines had
Something To Remember
the expensive process of taking
to lock their ad forms a long time
One encouraging thing came to
out -of it the 5 percent extraneahead—that national advertising
ous chemicals, trying to avoid a me the other day from one of the
to newspapers can not be sold and
national shortage of that vital 95 outstanding production chiefs of
planned on 24-hour notice. OPM,
the World War. He said: "I know
percent.
which had the last word, was
• • •
that you are going to find grave
adamant.
errors in judgment and many exCausing The Thunder
"But I tell you it can't be
Couple a big number of such amples of serious waste—but if
handled that way," said the man- stories with
the testimony before you will just go back and search
ufacturer. "If you won't agree to congressional
committees that out the idiocies and criminal
my proposition, suggest another." some cantonments
have cost us graft and extravagances of 1917
What he got was a suggestion hundreds of
thousands of dollars and '18, I think you will see that
that he just drop the whole thing more than original
estimates— we have progressed and that pubthat a year ago there was ridi- lic demands and public scorn will
culous waste and shipments, even drive the red tapeworms, the
to unfriendly nations, of vital grafters and the fifth columnists
materials (steel and scrap iron out of the pasture in time to save
KENTUCKY
MADISONVILLE
are examples)—and you will see the crop."
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If Defense Work Upsets Your Work
You Can't Always Advertise The Fact

thin to DRINK

The/N/A

AT WORK
OR PLAY

REAL FRUIT BEVERAGES

Bottled By

U.

IIDI WEATIFIER

10.1116181110

C. MILK COMPANY

Calls For

COM li)U1SIIES

For INDEPENDENCE
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MOTOR TROUBLES
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.ort

Our Soda
Dispensers
give you

IEXTUA
Scoopsful of ice cream—
Our malted milks are
ideal for summer nourishment.
YOU'RE INVITED 'PO MEET YOUR FRIENDS AND RELAX AT
THE NEW ...

PRINCESS SHOPPE
Main & Cadiz Sts.

Princeton, Ky.

foal:Higher ANTI-KNOCK
and Upper-Cylinder LUBRICATION
for EXTRA ROAD PERFORMANCE
With D-X, you enjoy a smoother, cooler-running
engine because of its higher anti-knock quality—in
addition, more power, faster pick-up, increased mileage. D-X is different from ordinary gasolines—it
lubricates valves, pistons, rings and upper-cylinder
parts. Yet, you pay no extra for all the extras of D-X
Lubricating MotorFuel—at any Diamond D-X station.
MIDAXIN11KENT PETROLEUM CORPORATION

4fahateh

Goe&fed lid ONLY ONE DX

-

/feigitei ONE STEP
FURTHER
so It won't BREAK
DOWN or Form SLUDGE
Diamond 760 is • solvent.
processed Motor Oil...
refined from paraffin base
crudes. It is the pioneer
heat-resisting lubricant
male in any car.
101-4e
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Tommy Henrich and Bride-to-Be

Farm Plan Vital,
County Agent Says

Deaths and
Funerals

Dr. Erikson Points
0 u t Opportunities
For Members

55 Tour Of Well Conducted Businesses
Last Friday

Joshua S. Traylor

About 75 State 4-H Club leaders attended the 4-H convention
held Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday at the West Kentucky Subitaperiment Station. Dr. R. H.
Illrikson, Lexington, was principal
weaker, his topic, "Opportunities
Aar Rural Boys and Girls in 4-H
Work." Other speakers included
IL S. Garcide and G. J. McKinsoy, Lexington, who spoke on
phases of 4-H Club improvement.
The leaders were guests of the
Sub-Station staff and County
Agent J. F. Graham, Home Demonstration Agent Nancy Scrugham and Assistant County Agent
Wilson Routt. Meals were served
under direction of Miss Scrugham. The group was entertained
'Thursday night with a picnic at
Pertnyrile Forest Park, Dawson
Springs.
The convention ended Friday
albernoon after a day of meetings
mad general organization.

"Farmers need to plan more
carefully their yearly programs
than they have in the past, and
must organize their farming unit
as a workable, efficient business,"
County Agent J. F. Graham said
following the farm management
tour in which 55 Caldwell and
Lyon farmers took part last Friday. He said some progress was
being made toward organization
of farms as businesses but before
a successful program is enacted,
much more work must be carefully done.
The 55 farmers started early
Friday at the farm of Ray B. Martin near Princeton and after careful inspection held open discussion, led by Roy E. Proctor, Lexington, on how Mr. Martin's farm
could be managed to produce a
higher income.
Farmers had lunch at the
Princeton CC Camp and held an
afternoon session at the farm of
J. I. Lester at Lamasco with E. J.
Nesius, Lexington, leading the
discussion.
Mr. Martin and Mr. Lester
both appeared on the programs
with explanatory talks about how
their farms were managed. Tour
was under direction of County
Agent Graham.

Seven More Selectees
Will Leave July 13
Caldwell County Draft Board
has been notifed to have a contingent of seven men ready for
Induction into the selective service July 13, and names of those
who will be drafted will be announced the last of this week,
Clerk Hubert Young said. Registrants notified this week to appear for physical examinations

Tommy Henrich, New York Yankee outfielder, and his brideto-be, Miss Eileen O'Reilly, New York nurse, talke dover a shopping trip in New York City. The ywill be married in New York
City July 7. Both are 25.
(AP Telemat)
are Austin Wesson, Billy Adams
White, Bennie Spud Miller, John
Wilkerson Jones, Thomas Clyde
Miller, Coy Nelson Gray, Elbert
Washington Oliver, Robert Lee
Copeland, Earl Vannerson, Phillip
Pettit, Billy McConnell and Charles Pepper Jones.
The most notable recent newspaper innovation, the New York
PM, a daily and Sunday tabloid
carrying no advertising, is one
year old this week. After four
months of publication, Marshall
Field of Chicago bought out the
other stockholders, and is now the
sole owner.

Actress Here To
Visit Relatives
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White Infant
Funeral service,
were*
Friday for the
infant lel of
and Mrs. Sheltie
White s
Friendship. The baby
birth which
occurred 17
morning. Burial was
in ten
Cemetery.

Joshua Sherman Traylor, longtime resident of the Cresswell
community of Caldwell county,
died at his home Saturday mornFuneral services for Me
ing at 11 o'clock. He was 74 years Simpson, 31, who died a
Princeton Hospital
old.
ing following an Monday
operation,
Funeral services were held Sunheld Wednesday
afternoon at
day at the Traylor home with a home of
James Hardrick
brief ceremony following at the Judge A.
F. Hanberry oth
graveside in Pleasant Hill ceme- Burial
was in Asher
tery. The Rev. John T. Cunning- near
Flatrock.
ham, assisted by the Rev. Albert her husband, She is surviyag
,
Kemp, officiated.
Caldborn
in
was
Traylor
Mr.
well county and spent most of his
life in the Cresswell community
but moved to Princeton a short
time before his death when his
Fred Acker, postmaster
of
health failed. He was a member ducah since 1933,
died at
of the First Baptist Church, hav- o'clock Tuesday
morning at
ing moved his membership from Illinois Central
hospital from
Cresswell.
juries received in an au
He married Miss Lula Lee Low- accident Saturday
night at
ery in 1892 and she and four sons Oak.
survive. Mr. Traylor was well
Warrants charging
known here and in the Cresswell Vaughn, 22,
Paducah, with
section and was highly respected ing while
intoxicated and
for his honesty and progressive voluntary
manslaughter were
community spirit.
sued lQ,Mpnday after a
He was a retired farmer and ner's inquest into
the deatc
although in ill health for several Mrs. Acker, who
died M the
years was in a serious condition juries Sunday.
Another Iv
only a few days before death.
charging voluntary
The sons who survive are Ray- was issued followingmanslau
the po
mond McKinley, Evansville; Lou- tar's death.
is Betram, Keokuk, Iowa; Victor
Alvin, Lincoln Park, Mich., and
Carroll Hubert, Princeton. He
also leaves a large number of
near and distant relatives.

Mrs. Laura Shut)

may

The shirt and skirt fashion is
revived in Hollywood. Here Ida
Lupino wears a striped and pleated silk skirt, with a shirt in tangerine, the color of one of the
stripes. The vagabond hat is in
tangerine felt.

Morganfield Banker
Dies In Evansville

Sportsmen To He
Wildlife Refuge
Talk Monday Nigh

Cecil F. Oliver
Cecil F. Oliver, 34, Detroit, a
former resident of Princeton, died
at the home of a relative in the
Hanberry Apartments, Princeton,
early Monday morning of an acute
ailment. Oliver was visiting his
mother, Mrs. C. H. Curtis, Funeral services were held Wednesday afternoon at the Morgan Funeral Home with the Rev. J. T.
Cunningham officiating. Burial
was in Merrick Cemetery, near
Hopson. He is survived by his
widow, mother, and numerous
relatives here.

Eugene Cypert, assistant
ager of the Kentucky Ir.
Refuge "between the rivers'
Lyon and Trigg counties,
speak at a meeting of the
well County Game and Fish
sociation at the county co
Monday night, July 7. Mr
will explain how the 7
being maintained and .
serves the public.
There will also be a
meeting consisting of c
reports and formulation
for the annual club ba.
be held early in August
All sportsmen and oti
ested persons are invite
Mr. Cypert, J. L. GD
secretary, said Wednes

James K. Waller, 79, president
of the Union Bank and Trust
Company at Morganfield, died at
an Evansville hospital Sunday.
In ill health for several months,
Waller, former Kentucky State
Senator and former member of
the Highway Commission had
been confined in the hospital
since May 11.
Funeral services were held at
the First Methodist church, in
which he was an active member,
Monday.
Surviving are the widow, Mrs.
Annie B. Waller, and two sons,
P. Traylor, 33-year-old
Lyle of Morganfield and Richard father of two small children,
of
of Evansville.
the Needmore section of Caldwell
county, died Friday, June 27. Funeral services were held SafurStanley Moore, CAA flight
day at Briarfield and burial was
in Baker Cemetery. The Rev. Ed- structor who has been pre
students for private pilot's
Pvt. R. C. Chambers, Jr., mem- ward Woodall officiated.
Traylor censes at Svveeney's Field, and
ber of the March contingent of had been ill
for
ported to be-entering the
-selectees from Caldwell county, is and his Wife 'died
a short time
Army Air Corps July 1, will
a truck driver in the anti-tank ago. Besides
his children he is
leave immedia-tely. He will
platoon of the new streamlined survived by a
brother, Irvin Trayuntil the five remaining
U. S. Army at Camp Shelby, Miss. lor.
in his class are given flight
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
R. C. Chambers, Sr., Princeton,
before going to Oklahoma to
Route 2. Chambers was chosen
as an army instructor.
for skilled handling of the
nuge,
Daniel Winfred Pool, 8-monthfast moving motor trucks,
When a postoffice clerk in
after old son of
Mr. and Mrs. William York City refused to tak,i
less than four months in the
ser- Pool, died at
their home here Fri- David Emery's 4,000 pans
vice.
day, June • 27. Funeral services payment of defense bonds in
were conducted by the Rev. Fred tidal apologized and ordered
Kennedy with burial in Cedar clerk to "use common
Hill Cemetery Sunday afternoon. enforcing the rule of not a
He is survived by his parents.
The Fredonia Cheesema
more than 25 pennies.
kers
baseball team was handed a 6
to 3
defeat Sunday by the
Metropolis
nine. Fredonia led until
the fifth
inning but the Lake boys
rallied
to gather enough extra
base hits
to win going away.

Isaac P. Traylor
-Isaac

Moore To Stay Un
Air Class Finishes

Chambers Is Member
Of Anti-Tank Division

ChildreusSummer Shoes

BUT . • •

$6.95 Paradise (all kinds) now

AA to EE

$6.75 Vitality

now

$4.95

$6.50 Simplex-Coeds

now

$4.95

$5.00 Connies

now

$3.95

$5.00 Nisley's

now

$3.95

$3.95 Paris Fashion

now

$2.95

Plenty and Plenty Styles at
BIG REDUCTION on
all CHILDREN'S SHOES

Come Early
While Sizes
are Complete!
No Exchanges
No Refunds

Fredonia Baseball
Loses To MetropolisTeam
Lake

ALL-OVER BLACKS and ALLOVER BROWNS as well.
If you do not need shoes
to finish out the summer
season you should buy
your early fall shoes now
and SAVE!

$4.95

serrrat.monkhg

f

Daniel Winfred Pool

Right in the face of rising prices, we have decided to "CLEAN
HOUSE" on our Entire Summer Stock. You will find not only
WHITES, BROWN and WHITES, BLACK and WHITES, and
BLUES and WHITES.

FOR MEN

$9.50 Florsheims

now

$7.95

now

$4.45

(Feeture Arch-$8.95)

Crosby Square

Notice

(All summer and regular styles)

Freeman

now

$4.45

(All Regular Oxfords)

Men's
PARKWAYS
Made by Friendly Five

On Sale .. $2.85

The regular Annual
Meeting
of the Members of the
Eastern
Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers'
Association will be held'
in
Springfield, Tennessee, Wednesday, July 9, 1941,
beginning
at 10 o'clock a.m, at
the Tabernacle.
This meeting is for the
purpose of hearing reports
from
the President and
transacting
such other business as
may
come before the meeting.

Better Buy Them Nowt
Boys' Ski Rider

Oxfords.. $2.85

This July 1, 1941.
Signed:

All Sales
Cash
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Paducah Postmast
Wife Crash Victim

Fran English, blonde stage and
screen actress, known here as
Francis Louise Shipp, arrived last
Sunday from New York to spend
the week-end with her grandmother, Mrs. C. J. White, and
uncle, Charles White. She left
Tuesday for Chicago for a number of stage appearances prior to
return to Hollywool for a new
Two banks in Memphis, Tenn.
screen appearance.
are giving curb service for busy
motorists. They recently announcGeneral Hugh A. Drum of the ed plans for "outdoor" windows
United States army did not at- through which customers
tend West Point.
hand their deposits to a teller.

of all Men's, Women's and

id

Thos. E. Johnson,
Secretary.
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clatter of dishes, or even the laughter and voices
you are stias
ofchlldrizi
nearly
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ranyou
ky frantic-days when
Do you He awake nights?
When these hectic days and wakeful nights interfere with your work and take the pleacure out
of life for you, try

DR. MILES NERVINE
Dr. Miles Nervine is a combination of effective
nerve sedatives. Originated nearly sixty years
ago. it is
up to date as todays newspaper.
_,„
yoDlirn.
s Nervine has brought relief to ininit°1
of nervous sufferers. You may find it exit
1:
. d.4..f.
. "'"
a.cti.1
steed.
Will you
tDr
Nervine?
aa
.s
Your druggist
It.
Large bottle $1 44
25/
Small bottle

as

DR.MILES
LIQUID

NERVINE
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FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
J. G. Cothran, Minister
Sunday School at 9:45; morning
worship at 11:00, sermon theme:
"Ambassador for Christ"; Baptist
Training Union meets at 6:15;
evening worship service at 7:30,
sermon theme: "Jesus of Nazareth
Is Passing By"; prayer meeting
Wednesday evening at 7:30.
You are cordially invited to attend the worship services at our
church. It is always a good sign
to see the membership of a church
giving their support to the church
services where they belong. It is
always a joy to have visitors with
us in our services. The person
who puts the most in into his
spiritual life usually gets the most
out of it.
The church is indeed fortunate
in the men who have been secured to preach in the absence of
the pastor. While the pastor is
away on his vacation it is hoped
that those who are not away from
will give their most loyal support
to the church services.

A washed woolen sweater will
keep its shape if dried on a specially made sweater frame, adjusted to the desired shape and
size. These frames are inexpensive and make sweater washing
easy and safe.

Todd Yates, former student at
Murray State College, was in Ft.
Knox last week-end, where he
took an examination for an army
commission. If Mr. Yates is successful he will enter the Army
soon as Second Lieutenant.

When buying fresh shrimps for
cocktails, 4 or 5 per person is
enough. Always remove the little
black vein running around the
outside with a sharp - pointed
knife.
If your sewing machine starts

-Martin

Personals

Princeton Girl Is College
Student Council Official

Mrs. Edith Wadlington, who
underwent a tonsilectomy at the
Barber Clinic last week, is rapDorothy White, popular Muridly improving.
ray State College student from
• • •
lie M 'f e, of the Black
Princeton, was elected secretary
Stodghill, Rayville,
E.
Mrs.
E.
mmunity, was honored of the Student Council of Wells
La., is visiting Mrs. Blanche Hob- I 4
hday dinner Sunday at
Hall, organization controlling the good and Mr. Key Hobgood this
of her son, Lawrence
girls 'dormitory, for the summer week.
was her 70th birth anterm. Miss White is also presi• • •
Dinner was served to dent of the College Physical Eduguests who brought cation Club. She is a daughter a Miss Anna Maude Guest, Collingswood, N. J., is visiting her
ches.
of Mr. and Mrs. Sheltie White, Sr. aunt, Miss Myrtle Nichols, on W.
resent included:
Main street. She will remain here
a Moore, Mrs. Elsie
two weeks.
r. and Mrs. Jim L. Wat• • •
Jessie Black, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Davis and
el Dalton, Mr. and Mrs.
family, of New Castle, Ind., are
Mrs. Nannie Pidcock,
the guests of relatives here this
m. Leman Moore, Mr.
Workmen are busy this week week.
Otis Moore, Mr. and
• • •
of
the
interior
overhauling the
ce Moore, Mr. and
• • •
Red Front Store at 106 Market
Thompson, Mr. and
street, installing modern refrigH. Dalzell, manager of
Robert
Deboe, Mrs. Pearl My00 Deboe, Mrs. Sallie eration equipment and latest de- the Princeton A. & P. store, is on
vices for patrons' convenience. A a two weeks' vacation, visiting
new refrigerated display counter his former home at Paris, Ky.
ellie May
LiiMoore,
meats and a large "welk- C. N. Nichols is in charge of the
Moore Jennell Watson, for fresh
in': electric refrigerator arrived store, as acting manager.
and Elizabeth
Dalton, Tuesday and were being placed
• • •
oore, Wandleen Moore,
There will be other major
Emerson Crowley, of Mayfield,
Moore, Kathryn Moore, today.
in the store's facilities visited friends here Tuesday night
Moore, Vernatta Myers, changes
• • •
for service and the whole job
rs Martha Myers,
will be completed next Wednes- J Mrs. Charles Lester, daughters
Watson, Silvin Watday, James Raymond, manager Mildred, Lillian Nelle and Betty
Watson, Bernard Watsaid.
Joe and son Dick, visited Mr. and
fl Moore,
Cecil Moore,
Mrs. J. E. Childress Wednesday
e. Kenneth Deboe, Gilafternoon.
Kenneth Myers Bob
• • •
!Ram Rollins.
Lamb,
law student at
Edwin
apour
express
We wish to
the University of Louisville, is at
preciation to the friends and
home for a few days.
neighbors of J. S. Traylor for
• • •
their beautiful floral offerDishman, county
M.
J.
Dr.
symings, their kind words of
health officer, has returned to
of the Eddyville Road
pathy, their services at the
duty after a week's vacation.
Club and their famcemetery and their many oth• • •
ed an outing at the
er tokens of kindness during
Mrs. Charlie Pollard, Louisville,
J. W.
his illness and death.
Hollingsworth
has been visiting her aunt, Mrs.
g, June 27. A picnic
The Family.

Hie Moore
70th Birthday

Card of Thanks

Ile Road Club
enic Supper

Helps For
Housewives

Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Dunn, of
Jefferson City, Tenn., visited Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Wood last weekend. Mr. Dunn is employed by
TVA at Jefferson City and is a
former resident of Princeton.
• • •

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
W. Leroy Baker, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45; Epworth
League meeting at 6:30; prayer
service Wednesday, 7:30.
"The Kingdom of God Now" is
the subject for the morning sermon; "Symbols of Christianity"
for the evening.
ctive dark haired bride
in powder blue dress
Print rubber swim suit, con-! Imogene Chandler, Martha Dee g
accessories with a cor- structed to give firm figure con- Talley, Dorothy Jones and Wanda
ardenias. Mrs. Giannini trol. It has a built-in bra and Wadlington, who are attending I
the Young People's Assembly
pink with blue ac- undertrunks.
with some 250 others at WinchesThe bridegroom wore
supper was served at the outdoor ter this week, will give their real summer attire.
port at 6:30 Sunday evening. The
pie left Monday follow- fireplace.
Those present were: Mrs. J. W. pastor will preach at both the
arriage, after a weekend
nville, for a north Min- Hollingsworth, Mr. and Mrs. Al- morning and evening hours. While
e where they are spend- vin Lisanby, Jimmie Lisanby, Mr. he was away on his vacation sevhoneymoon. They will and Mrs. Arch Martin, Paul Mar- eraI filled the pulpit.
tin, Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Hopper
Last Sunday K. R. Cummins
e In Paducah.
wley is a granddaughter and Misses Revis and Hazel Hop- spoke on "Suffer the Little Chile Mrs. F. T. Satterfield, per, Mr. and Mrs. Urey Lamb, dren to Come unto Me." "Some
wner of famous old Mrs. Dennie Cash, Mrs. J. K. Mc- Followed the Master Because of
Lin, Misses Alma Cash and Mabel His Healing Power; others followg House, near here.
McLin, Mr. and Mrs. Will Beck, ed because of curiosity; and still
Nina Mae and Jane Beck, Mr. and others because of His philophy of
Mrs. 011ie Cummins, Mrs. Nannie life. Central in this philosphy was
Glass, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Row- the child and child attitude. We
die Miller has announc- land, Mr. and Mrs. Emmet Gray, must follow the Master's example
'age of her daughter, Nancy Dee Hearn, Mr. and Mrs. and get hold of the future generaRay, to James Clifton A. M. Harvill, Mrs. Dixie Vivian, tions through the child. Look well
troit, Mich., which took Misses Vivian Clare Moore and to all those things that are forday, June 28, at Clark- Anna Lee Stone, Mr. and Mrs. mative in the life of the child."
Russell McGuirk, Nancy and Caractive bride is the only oline McGuirk, Mr. and Mrs.
of Mrs. Miller and the Charles Watson, Misses Bessie
is a son of Mr. and McCormick, Alta, Cyrena,„,a,r4
Martin, Princeton.
Barbara Jane Gresham, Raleigh
g couple left at noon and Billie Gresham, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Lucille Buchanan is rapidfor Detroit, where they Henry Sevison, Mr. and Mrs. Euly improving from a tonsilectomy
home. Mr. Martin has gene Hays, Doris and John Hays
she underwent at the Barber
oyed there for the last and Sarah Joyce Scott.
Clinic early last week.
onths.
• • •

Red Front Store
Is Installing New
Modern Equipment

seem'
of
the
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Charles F. Lester, who has been
ill here this week.
Bill Presler was in Eddyville i
and Kuttawa Tuesday afternoon
on business.
• • •

dropping stitches, possibly it
needs a complete oiling. So go
over it carefully and then sew an
old cloth to remove all traces of
oil.

Congratulates

Rubber gloves are a great help
Mr. and Mrs. Pollard Thompin protecting the hands when doson ,Friendship,, on the birth of
ing cooking and housework. They
a baby son, June 27. He has been
will slip on and off easily if first
named Robert Dennis.
sprinkled inside with talcum powder.
Mr. and Mrs. Gorman Mitchell
A mother traveling by train or on the birth of a baby boy Monmotor with a small child will cer- day night.
tainly bless you if you give her a
box of wrepped up toys, each
If you want to make plain omemarked to rtime of opening.
let a party offering, cover with
Put some slivers of almonds in creamed shrimps and garnish with
the filling of your next cherry pie. cress.
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July.. S ALE Clearance
Hopkinsville's biggest Bargain event. . . for you to
come, to see, to buy at the
lowest possible prices!
With steadily rising prices,
imports fewer and fewer,
take advantage of the style
and quality now on sale at

HOP1ONSVILLE. KT.
1.11111SMIUM111111110111lllll111110111111111111111111111111.11111111,111111C011111111111.111011

No Approvals,
No Returns,
All Sales Final
• $1.95 Blouses

*1.39
• $13.75 pastels-with and
without coats

*9.95
• $19.75 and $16.75 pastels
and whites with coats,

*10.75
• $7.95 and $5.95 crepes,
shantungs, all

*1.95
• $10.75 chiffons, jerseys,
sheers

$6.95

•$19.75 Dark Sheers $13.95
$16.85 Dark Sheers $12.95
$25.00 Costume Suits $16.95
$29.95 Costume Suits $19.95
$39.75 Costume Suits $23.95

SHOE CLEARANCE
Rhythm-Steps Betty Barrets Enna Jetticks Glamour Debs beige, beige combinations, all whites, blue,
and whites, brown and whites, black and whites.
$2.00 Play Shoes, $1.45 $5.00 now $3.95
$6.00 now $4.95
All $4 Slippers, $2.95 $7.50 now $5.95
NOTE:
No reduction on Nurses' oxfords or brown and white mocassIns.

Piece Goods
• 39c Seersuckers, Printed
Piques, Novelty Suitings
25c•$1 Eyelet Bastite 65c
All voiles and spun rayons
greatly reduced!
aSP

HOPK1NSVILLE. KY.
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Napoleon Marched In
June--To December Disaster

(Mrs. John Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Chandler
spent Saturday night and Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Al Asher.
Mr. and Mrs. Lennel Dalton and
children spent Saturday with Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Tosh and fam-

d

By Ray Peacock
Russia, and in the winter of 1807
(AP Feature Writer)
Napoleon began a new phase of
With a "heavy heart," Adolf his war against Englan
d—by atHitler watched the events which tacking Russia.
caused his declaration of war
Warsaw fell, and Napoleon laid
upou Russia.
siege to Danzig. Both armies dug
Heavy, too, was the heart of in for the winter, but the Cos- ily.
Napoleon I when he began fight- sacks _.:reately annoyed the physiMrs. Indinia Asher spent a few View frau tower.
ing Russia 134 years ago. For Na- cally exhausted invaders. Yet by
Mated by U. H. tharrey
nirliKOt
ni
triftV;
days with her son, Al Asher and seiee
Kentitelcy. le le Lafft JeakSIM
poleon, like Hitler, was turning June of 1808, Napoleon, master
knot).s rievor frail tom
iNblimiti Fe'Mrs. Asher, last week.
eat Communty" ad & rersat
with
on a former ally. Each hoped to strategist, had driven the RusMr. and Mrs. John Thompson ha al mall draw bad piss.] batnea 'A
Vauban and hoerior
defeat England by the round- sians across the river Alle and
swaislid waned Mu In.
and son spent Sunday with Mr. Abu by hiding •
tier neer*
about method of subjugating Eu- the peace of Tilsit took place.
and Mrs. J. M. Thompson.
"—telling Kentuckians of Kentucky"
rope and Asia.
Men From 'Twenty Nations'
Al Asher called on his sister,
• • • •
And while Napoleon banked on
Followed More campaigns, no- Mrs. Minnie Rowland and Mr.
(Thie le am et•aeries a( artistes aptele•••11
cavalry and artillery, and Hitler tably the Austrian in 1809,
and Rowland one day this week.
be,the Kentwaat_rma.4ciesl•tileo whisk ill
banks on airplanes and armored then, in 1812, Napoleon assemMilaSSIOUNIO
041
NAM:
Kentucky MAU tell the wend Is
divisions, the parallel between bled the greatest army
aai.Oestettalal Year.%
up to its A Sour Note
• • * •
the two campaigns—in motives, time, men from "twenty
nations" Ends In Harmony
strategy and general background subject to France. Of
By Russell Dyche, The Sestinel-Meho, Leedom, Ky.
363,000 who
—is startling.
began the second campaign
Established "to perpetuate the memory of the
New York (IP) —A trumpet
The coincidence begins with against Russia, two-thir
pioneers whose struggles made possible the settleds were player auditioning for Phil Spiment and development of Kentucky and the West,"
birth. Neither Napoleon nor Hit- Germans, Austrians,
Poles and talny's all-girl orchestra hit all
the Levi Jackson Wilderness Road State Park is
ler, strictly speaking, was native Italians. It was to
be a western sour notes. Spitalny was amazed
situated on U. S. 25, three miles south of London,
to the country of his fame. Na- crusade against
northern entrance to "The Valley of Parks.' Around
Asiatic Russia, because she came well recompoleon was a Frenchman because and Poland was
the "Defeated Camps," the scene of the wore.Indian
to be restored.
mended, but it turned out that
massacre in Kentucky, were the first developments
of reunion between Corsica, his
But Napoleon's soldiers showed another girl—in revenge
for
the
this Park through which Boone had blazed his faof
birthplace, and France. Hitler human frailty.
They no longer fancied theft of a boy friend—
mous Trace and Gov. Shelby built the Wilderness
was born in Austria.
were eager to reach the battle- had slipped an alum-coated
Road,
the first "waggon road" from infant Kentucky
lipAnd "coincidence" has reached field and marched
to Mother Virginia.
under compul- stick into the trumpeter's handBeauty
and magnificence combine with the histhe point where Hitler chose the sion. The time
was poor. There bag.
toric to make this, as a distinguished visitor recentsame month, almost the same day had been no
harvest, horses sufly exclaimed, one of the most interesting spots in
Spitalny promised the sobbing
(June 22) that Napoleon picked fered 'from colic
Kentucky. In the museum, which had been a piofor lack of for- player another trial.
to begin his second and major age. In ten
neer log cabin home, and about it are gathered relics
days a third of the
representative of early home arts and industries of
campaign against Russia —June mounts were
out of service. The were driven
the Mountains. The Wilderness Road Weavers prointo open country.
24, 1812.
heat was wilting. There was sericess
cloth from wool and flax, while McHargue's
By now the French were spread
Both Pamplileteets
Water Mill on the banks of LitUe Laurel grind corn
ous straggling.
out into a triangle with sides toBoth were political students
meal
and Graham flour. One may see both in full opThe Russian strategy was to retaling 570 miles, and in a battle
eration most seasons of the year. Developments also
and pamphleteers, both came into treat. Napoleon
's maneuvers mis- at Maloyaroslavetz
Include
group camps, picnic grounds, marking of inon Oct. 24
power through political unrest, carried
because the opposition were badly
teresting points and miles of roads,
beaten.
both tasted poverty. Both fought was not there.
paths and trails.
The front widened
Began then the famous retreat
England because it would not ac- from 135
to 160 miles. His total from
Laurel County Homecomings
Moscow. The weather at
cept a continental realignment. force
dwindled to 229,000. In five
Bring in Thousands Each "Week
first was favorable but the French
Napoleon's objective at the peak weeks he
advanced only 200 army was
End of Full Moon in August"
out of hand. Cossacks
of his career was to blockade miles.
The Russians did not lose annoyed
the flanks and picked
England, which meant suppres- a gun.
The Laurel County Homecoming, held each year since the Levi
off stragglers. The wreck of the
sion of all Europe. And each new
On Aug. 16 the forces met at
Jackson was officially opened in
Grand Armee, with no more than
conquest demanded another.
Smolensk, but the Russians im1935, has made famous "The Week
50,000 left from a peak of 420,000,
Early in the Napoleonic wars mediatel
End
of the Full Moon in August."
y pulled out for Moscow.
rested at Smolensk from Nov. 9
This three-day event begins with a
the "Little Corporal" made an al- On
Sept. 7, 128,000 French met
"Youth
Day" on Friday and winds
14.
to
liance with Russia which caused 110,000
Russians on the Moscow
up on Sunday with the "SouthThe weather turned bad, the
England to fight back more road,
eastern Kentucky Singing Convenbut Napoleon, subject to illretreat became flight, and Napostrongly than ever. But the Fran- ness
tion" which in 1940 attracted thirand depression, failed to
leon returned to Paris to build up
ty quartets from ten counties in
co-Russian alliance cooled because press
his advantage after 38,000 a
two
states, and crowds totaling
new army. Waterloo came in
of the projected division of TurRussians and 25,000 French had
more than 10,000 persons. Enter1815, but he left much of his preskey. Neither wanted to give the
taining programs of music and
fallen.
tige in Moscow, and without it he
other Constantinople (Istanbu
dancing are held in the wonderful
l).
Greeted By Flames
was lost.
natural amphitheatre Friday and
Russia hesitated to offend EngThe Russians retreated again.
Saturday nights under the spell of
"Centuries will pass," Napoleon
land, and as the French neared
The exhausted French followed
the "Full Moon." Saturdays are
said, "before the unique combinaher borders, grew more nervous.
given over to special events, which
them to Moscow, and after al
tion of events which led to my
The Prussians, who had been
this year will be the "Sixtieth Anseven - hour armistice, Napoleo
niversary Celebratior of the Swiss
n career recur in the case of ansubjugated by Napoleon, broke
rode to the Kremlin. But Moscow
Colony Bernstad
other."
away and formed an alliance with
Pinnate la* Uwe hornbeams•Museum in the Led Jackson Wildernesa Road State Park, Aug. 8, 9 and t." The dates are
was in flames, and the French
10, 1941.
near London. Ky. The smokehouse, right rear, houses part of the orerfkrw.
That remains to be seen.
Hers and at
NM shovels the Library cd Mountain Millstones.
Come to see us sometime!
falling apart all at once.
"I've thrown away a handful of
bolts, nuts and wheels that have
Butte, Mont. (.11,
1 —The clock in
fallen out of it, but it still runs
the city clerk's office has been
merrily along," says Miss Beryl
running for 50 years and now hg Wilson, the
clerk.

Beauty Abounds in Historic
Levi Jackson State Park

Picture of a Lady
Firing a Fairbanks-Morse
Coal Burner.

4

REASONS
Why COLD ALONE Is

NOT ENOUGH!

I. ICE REFRIGERATION and ONLY ICE REFRIGERATION preserves food without loss
of NATURAL FLAVOR,
2. ONLY ICE banishes FOOD ODORS in
your
Refrigerator—butter, cheese, etc., retain their
natural ODOR.
3. ICE REFRIGERATION supplies plent
y of
pure, clear, odorless, tasteless ice for
all pur-

. Pardon
mentsion, madam, but we could not resist showjag how tasrit is to fire our Fairbanks-Morse Automatic Coal
Burner. With it there is no more constant fire tending—no
more smoke, soot, and dust—no more mountains of ashes to
carry out—no more too hot or too cold rooms. You get clean,
comfortable, healthful, even heat ... and many owners tell us
it costs leu than hand firing! Get Our proposition on lowest.
cost automatic heat.
Installed in furnace you now have
in a few hours. No extras to buy.
Latest improvements. Bears name
that assures lasting satisfaction.
Investigate.

4. ICE REFRIGERATION is noiseless,
safe, dependable and contant in operation,
steady,
even temperature assures proper care
of food.
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their grandparents, are
ift
Jim Horning.
Syble and Buddy
Ito
Little brother of psi,
last week visiting reiati
community.
Mr. and Mrs. rite
spent a few days
with
Mrs. John Morse
last a
Mr. and Mrs.
spent Saturday mg
and Mrs. E. L. Etaim
Mrs. Hickman
Tfiu:'
children are
visiting her
in Salem.
Myrtle Ben Horning
visiting relatives here,
Miss Velda
Creasey is s
ton where she is
employ.
Mr. and Mrs. Melfinle
and son, W. G.,
went to
Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Soi
little daughter, T. J.
Horning went to Pros.
Thursday night.
thing I take credit for
did it cleverly. I took
from the old issues of
nineties and wrote ston
It's all the same baloney
still good."
• ..
She works like a Al'
Fills several pages
gazette each month
stories of burlesc,
queens, whom she :
their dressing roon.
undress. Mulls ios,.
till she gets just t,
wants. Scribbles ti.
lipstick or eyebross
hasn't a pencil with
her husband up in
the night and says
write this head."
That brings up
Her husband
talk about her work .
tells people she ws
but she doesn't get
That burns her up.
writes is not poetry and
get paid for it.

accompaniment of cheers from t
described by the army as the "w
r field there and flew to March
the 50-ton sky giant was built.

But what I really want to do is
write a book — realistic stuff. I
can't break the bigtime, though,
so I break the small-time. I think
the pulps are the only field I'll
ever crack."
• • •
La Farrell, born and educated
in New York, started writing for
pulp paper magazines when she
was 14. She sold her first piece
for $7.50 "and spent it all on such
forbidden fruit as sodas and the
movies." Stories rolled out and DIXIE'S wheels of deli
at 18 Miss Farrell had a pulp pa- turning at a tempo neier
per job giving advice to the love- equalled. To the numc
lorn.
torics, military bases,
She left that to marry a serious
young New York chemist, who public at large, quid,
insists on remaining nameless able telephone senicr
whenever his wife's job with the more important that
Police Gazette is mentioned.. AftProviding and safe
er the birth of a daughter she
this service in these fag
concentrated on domesticity. That
Male°
proved to be her first big frustra- log times is a
Southern Bell of
tion.
"I was the world's worst house- big organization with
tele
keeper," she said. Believe me
I of highly trained
was a mess. I used to sit
and erans who have met
brood about the writing I
wasn't tered many emergencies.
getting done and my weight
went
About 10,000 new t
down to 96 pounds."
recruits, added dunag
No telling how long that
might
have gone on had the
are being
chemist two years,
husband not met with
an acci- this experienced at101
dent. One night he walked
in his portant positions °°
sleep, crashed through a
window phone firing line, and
onto a fire escape and
was in- being added daily.
jured. While he was in
the hosIn all, a combined .
pital, Miss Farrell took
matters
workers is
back into her own
25,000
little white
hands. She banged
out a Piece phone expansion to
with her usual speed
and took it South's ever-inereasuic
back with the
words: "That's Speeding up the del,
strictly Police Gazette.
"
• • •
So La Farrell took
her piece to
t
the Gazette and
has been there
ever since. She
r".
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ing an adverti
sement and eight
months later she
landed in the
editor's chair.
Thereafter the circulation began to
climb.
"The reason for
it," she says, harmony to elf)1°4
"is that we went
tele
back to the files guard the lines of
of the gay nineties
, when the pa- munication throughout
per was going
strong, and copied
ideas from those
old issues. Storkl"teeS St the
ies on burlesque
army's ordinance r.
queens in tights,
-t"71118 Ground,
crime and all that.
Md , donned a ne
The idea came
It'd through
from the
billows thrown up
publisher—Harold Roswell—not from me.
The only

The Associated Press Covers
The Big News Events For
Readers Of The Leader
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accompaniment of cheers from thousands of spectators and workmen at Santa Monica, Calif., who helped construct her,
described by the army as the "world's largest bomber," soared gracefully into the air last Friday on its maiden test flight
er field there and flew to March Field, Calif., where it landed 56 minutes later. In background is the Douglas Aircraft
(Associated Press Telemat)
re the 50-ton sky giant was built

ABLE B
D THE REI

t

and flames rose from burning buildings in a Soviet Russian town in the path of GerGerman sources did not name the town. This photo was sent from Berlin to New
(Associated Press Telemat)

dtf
s wheels of
Wet
tempo
a
• at
nume
d. To the
military bases,

background of smoke and
German infantrymen accompanied by motor units moved against a
did not locate this scene
flame somewhere along the German-Russian battlefront. German sources
(AP Telemat)
This photo was sent from Berlin to NewYork via radio.

The top sergeant at Camp Callan near San Diego, Cal., thought
be was being kidded when he was
handed various blanks, all filled

Just pals along the fairways are Ty Cobb (left) and Babe Ruth,
baseball immortals, who played a golf match at Newton, Mass., for
the benefit of the Golden Rule Farm for Boys. Ruth made the longer drives, but Cobb's finesse with the putter gave him a three and
(AP Telemat)
two victory after 18 holes.

in with the name John Doe, by a
newly-arrived selectee from Kalamazoo, Mich. The sergeant cooled off only when convinced it was
the soldier's legal moniker. Private Doe (above), a bank teller in
civil life, made his first acquaintance with army life at the end of
a potato peeler. .(AP Telemat)
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Troops Head South For Maneuvers
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center at
o.lectres
at the army's ordinance replacement
training gas
?roving Ground, Md., donned a new type
smoke pot durPlunged through billows thrown up by a
es.ersiges.
(AP Telemat)

Division for the
New YoAc harbor with elements of the First
Three army transports sailed from
Marines
in maneuStates
United
the
of
elements
with
cooperate
South. The army said troops would
(Associated Press Telemat)
vers off the Carolinas.

Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson (center? ,re'Vves an explanation of tactical details from Maj. Gen. George S. Patton, Jr.,
(right) commander of the Second Armored division, in the field
(AP Telema)t
during army maneuvers in Tennessee.
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The Princeton Leader, Princeton,

improved Mail
Service Started
Here This Week

State Welfare Head
Is Visitor Here

Brenda Frazier As A Bride

Dr. W. A. Frost, State welfare
commissioner and a prominent
figure for many years in the affairs of the Kentucky Baptist
Church, was a visitor at the Leader office Monday. Dr. Frost was
in western Kentucky to inspect
the new addition at the State
Prison, Eddyville. He expressed
himself as well pleased with progress there and said he thought the
Mail which came here on the
addition would be ready for occuEvansville - Henderson passenger pancy
"sometime in August."
before it was discontinued sev,ral months ago, will now arrive
sy way of a new star route from
iopkinsville via Cadiz, postoffice
dficiaLs here said Tuesday. The
Aar route was opened Tuesday
aorning with James Sexton, Caiz, as carrier.
Mail will be sent from here via
'adiz to Hopkiruiville every day
t 1:30 p.m. It will arrive here
wice daily, at 11:30 and 6:15 p.m.
The new arrangement, altho
-mated as it was by abandonment
Wire for the first REA line ever
,f the mail train, will give better built in Caldwell county will ar,ervice in the direction of Hop- rive here shortly, having been
kinsville and Cadiz than the old shipped to Hopkinsville last week,
County Agent J. F. Graham said
.ystem, it was said.
Another star route, from Prince- Tuesday, and will be used for six
on to Marion, was extended to miles of electric service running
4tillivan Tuesday and now takes from Cobb to Cerulean and back
nail to Henderson, giving Prince- to Wallonia.
Poles for the line were erected
on one-day service in that direcion. The mail is carried by John •this spring. The project has been
approved several months ago.
tyford.
Mr. Graham said no word has
Press Blackburn, postmaster,
Lid Tuesday the Otter Pond post- been received from Washington
ffice, previously reported aban- authorities concerning the pro.oned, will be kept in service for posed 32 miles of REA line in
Brenda Frazier, who gained fame as
No. 1 glamor girl of soan indefinite time. It will also southeastern Caldwell county,
ciety, and John Simms Kelly, Manhattan insura
nce man and forreceive service via the Princeton- which project was submitted sevmer University of Kentucky athletic star,
left the apartment of her
eral months ago, and is expected
llopkinsville star route.
mother, Mrs. Frederic Watriss, after their
marriage Sunday in New
Another change affecting mail to be built by early winter.
York City. The couple planned a flying
trip to San Francisco to
-4•
ervice here was the changing
•
begin a Honolulu honeymoon.
of
(AP Telemat)
time of arrival of the LouisvillePaducah passenger train from
1
o'clock to 1:59 in the afternoon, FOR
RENT—Furnished or uncausing the mail from that
direc- furnished rooms, newly decorated
tion to be ready for delive
ry apartments-2-3-4 rooms. Private
about an hour later than for- bath
an dentrance. Parties leavmerly.
ing city.—Minor Carey.

New Star Route And
Extension Of Another Give Princeton
Better Outlets

!' Wire For First REA
[inc Has Arrived

Will Be U sed For
Electric Line Serving Cobb

Additional Classified

Public Asked To Medical Society To
Give Surplus Food Meet Here July 8
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TO MY FRIENDS OF
CALDWELL COUNTY:

P.-T.A. Seeks Fruits, Clinic For Children At
Vegetables For Courthouse Feature
Lunchrooms
Of Session

"Persons having surplus fruits
Princeton physicians, members
Several weeks ago I addressed
and
vegetables are asked to do- of the Four-County Medic
a letter to every Democratic(
al Sovoter at that time registered, but
for various causes many of them nate some to the P.-T.A. for use ciety, will be hosts Tuesday, July
were returned by the Postoffice
to
8,
the
societ
department undelivered, so I again in canning food for the lunchy. A clinic for chilwish to call your attention to my
dren, problem cases especially incandidacy. There have been many rooms maintained
during the
to become twenty-one years of age
vited,
will
be a feature of the
since then and also many to
move school year at Butler and Eastinto this county from elsewhere,
session with Dr. Lee Palmer and
and it is also to these that I wish side,"
Mrs. Paul Cunningham, Dr.
to express by desire to
Phillip F. Barbour, Louisville,
serve as your next Sheriff.
P.-T.A. president, said Wednesconducting.
In my letter I said in part:
day.
The clinic will be held at 2
Food is being canned during the
"By this method, I wish to bring
o'clock, in the circuit court room
to your attention, my desire summer
to supplement regular of the
to serve as your next Sherif
f of Caldwell County, subjec
Caldwell county courtt to the supplies at the lunchrooms where
action of the Democratic Prima
house. The society will then hold
ry, Saturday, August 2, 1941.
school children can obtain hot,
its scientific program, Dr. PalmFor a number of.years it has
been my ambition to serve you adequate lunches daily for only er
speaking on Diarrhea and Dyin this capacity, and friend
s from all sections of the
a
small
fee,
Mrs.
Cunni
ngham sentery, at 4 o'cloc
county are
telling me that. my chances of
k. and Dr.
success this year are excell
said.
A
P.-T.A
garde
.
n is also Palmer on
ent; and
if you and your friends will
Abdominal Pain in
give me your support, there
will be no being grown and the entire pro- Children, at 5 o'clock.
io the outcome.
duction being turned into the
At the night session, also in
the
"It would be useless to go
lunchroom canned goods store.
into details as to my fitnes
circuit court room, members
s to fill
this office, for I believe every
of
The
projec
ts were established the Paren
one in the county knows
t
- Teachers Association
of my quali- by the P.-T.A
fications, but I do wish to
. about mid-term and the
make this promise; that if
Woman's Club are invited
elected, which last year in
I believe I will be, I will
cooperation with to hear
endeavor to make you an
Dr. Barbour, State pediahonest, energetic, WPA and
reliable and dependable Sherif
proved successful in tric
f.
consultant, lecture on Why
supplying students, especially the
"One of my hobbies is my love
Certain Foods are Essent
foi children. Another is my
ial for
vocacy of good roads, and I
ad- younger children, with properly Children, and
Dr. Palmer on Chilwould like to see one leadin
g to every balanced lunches. Mrs. Cunning- dren
church and cemetery and home
Who Can Eat But Won't.
in the entire county. I am
fond of ham said prospects were evident' Counties
dogs and other dumb animal
s, and have always believ
embraced in the soed in and tried for next year's rooms to be larger ciety
to practice, humane treat
are Lyon, Trigg, Critte
ment toward them.
with better serving facilities
nden
and
and Caldwell. Physicians
"I have no desire to sling
of Hopa wider range of foodstuff if the
mud, but to strike back when
kins and Christian counti
assaulted summ
is but natural. Last fall,
es have
er canning program was
one of my opponents ordere
also been invited to attend
d some children out of his yard and
successful.
the
told the parents to keep
meeting.
them out as he
despised children and did
not want to be bothered with
them. This In
spring after having annou
the half-century between 1980
nced as a candidate for
Sheriff he invited
Stock Sales 25 Cents
these same children to play
and 1940, the population of
in his yard at any time
the
they pleased. Unite
Do you, as mothers and
d States more than doubled Lower; 1,119 Head Sold
fathers, approve of such
insincerity? I rising
hardly think so.
from 62,947,714 to 131,689,The Princeton livestock
275. But the Census Bureau
sales
"Another thing that will not happe
esti- were weak Monday
n during my term as Sheriff mates that we will
and 25 cents
is that no hired killer will
never go much lower than
be brought in from another
last week, and 1,119
county to above the 150 million marks,
slaughter your dogs, in most
head were sold, it was
instances, the pets of your childr
reported.
en. which is expected to be reached Tuesd
One of my oppon
ents was a party of this wholes
ay
by the Princeton Liveale killing and had about 1980. The rapidly
he.not been -a 'candidate for
declin
ing
stock
Company.
Sheriff, it is not likely that it
would birth rate is principally responsihave been -news:wry- to have
-4•
gotten a killer from another
county. ble for the changed situation.
I do net -think you vial:
The
support a candidate, who, by
new navy oil tankers
are
his actions
approved such tactics:
the largest in use in the
— Try Leader's Classi
United
fied
Ads
—
States. They can make 16
"I am not -weektng- this highly
knots.
important office for the honor IM111114.11111111......mni
attached thereto, but for.
,,,,,tipoitinit11111111.1 in
ru llllllllll11.11111111111
—
.
.
the •remuneration involved, as
11111.
1
1 •••111.1....111/4
1
111111111111.1111111111lllll11111111111
I
have two
tttttttt
children, that I would Dke.to
see complete their education, and
without an income sufficient,
this goal cannot be obtained,
so it is for
these reasons that I am
asking your support and influe
nce.
"I am not financially able
to buy the office and if I had
money
sufficient to buy it I would not
want it or would not need it.
do I think the good people
Neither
of Caldwell county can be
duped into
voting for someone for a few
paltry dollars who has only
his own
interest at heart and thinks
nothing of his fellowman or
his welfare.
"I especially appeal to the
good women of Caldwell
county for
their vote and influence, for
without your help my
election to this
office would be next to impossible
and an empty honor
should I be
successful.

Corona Dry

"There are many other things
I would like to tell you
but cost
of advertising space will not
permit it, as I am havin
g to make a
poor man's race through necessity.
"It is my intention to see every
voter in the county before
gust 2, but should by some
Auchance I fail to see you
please consider
this as a personal appeal for your
support and influence.
Thanking you for all past courtesies
and for anything you may
do in my behalf Orbit this
campaign, I am,
Yours very truly,

Sam 0. Catlett.
WitrOirOn•nte•iW
s.

Kills All the Tobacco
Worms
Does Not Burn the Plants

4 lbs. 50c
HOLLOWELL'S
Drug Store
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Ann Bullitt
Makes beim

(By Sis Ordway)

Mr. and Mrs. Reece Clift and
Mrs. Lloyd Dunlap and chil- children, of Detroit, are visiting
dren, Flint, Mich., is visiting here relatives in this community at the
as the guests of Mr. and Mrs. present time.
1
.;
Dave Perkins and other friends,
and relatives.
Mrs. Euclid Quertermous and
daughter, Donna, Mrs. Russell
Melton and sons, Charles and Bil(Continued from Page 1)
lie, Mr. Ed Harmon and son,
Frank, visited Mr. Louie Jones in over the Nation, and was based •
Rosiclaire, Ill., Sunday and Mrs.
on favor a bill in Congress to proEd Harmon returned home with
permanent deferment for
them after a week's visit with vide
Mr. Louie Jones who was injured that age group has received. It
in a mine accident recently.
has already passed the Senate and
Mrs. Guy Cunningham of De- Is now before the House. Temcatur, Ill., and Mrs. John B. Simp- porary deferment was ordered by
son of Madisonville are the guests telegram from Gen. Lewis B. Herof their parents, Mr. and Mrs. M.I shey, acting Selective Service
S. Lowery.
chief, to all State draft boards,
Mrs. Carrie Ordway, Dugan late Tuesday.
herbouquet at
Ordway, Blackie Melton, Jim T.
Officials said Wednesday reaat
taAn
P
afa
honrire
lia
emdt,y ihm
litabt.ana
Hearod, Bearlie Hearod and Sis sons a greater number of new a
(hThe
leb::
Ordway attended the rodeo in registrants will be drafted early the
William C.
Evansville Saturday night.
va•
fa
are fewer dependants, better
by her
Misses Mary Wilson, Minola health and generally better qualithan
1,000
guests atte
Baker, Sis Ordway and Mrs. fications. Their registration left
Ralph Parham visited the Fed-1 those signing up last October and
(AP
eral Park in Dawson, Wednesday still out of service with a 50-50
evening.
chance of being called to colors.
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Independence Day
will mean more this year than ever befor
e. Let us help you celebrate it with
thing good to eat, such as, makings of
sandwiches, cakes, potato chips and slic
ned meats, sardines, salmon, potato
salad, pickles olives, cold sliced meats
kind of cheese. More for your Mone
y all the time.

Paper Plates, Napkins, Cups, Forks

and Spoons, e

Na
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Exhibition Buildorestry Service Cab-,
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Strawbe
\V

Cakes
10c Tea
pkg.
Cakes 'iannediltvii::e
Lb 12k Potato Salad
Cakes
Lb. 15c Peanut Butter
Potted Meat
ki 05c Potato Sticks=7"r2: E PEOPLE p
8 rga,n.
Spread
3 25c Motor Oil
neral Electrie
Salad Dressing
23c
'ge
rator buil
Sardines :vrit::ezsut;:rd 3 25c
Olives
I—,
S
15c Pineapple Gems Dole'sc e better— Ion
c.,
Pickles
11c Mustard
Fresh & Cured Meats
‘440,4 $124.
Fresh Eruits
Mutton Roast
8k lemons
Frankfurters
17c Bananas
Sliced Bacon sw"t•:_lb. „„,.23c Oranges r*Zi7f::::i.
pre
• 41.1.1r.
.,iT Mit
Lunch Loaves
24c Watermelons
of
Hiawatha

Lb

Loving Cup, splendid
for iced tea

1
4

Frank's
Tall

lb

Can

Ripple Top

It. 2-lb. Jar

No.

Morrell's
Sandwich (can 9ci

Can

cans

SitarQT.w
ji alr

Penn-Rad

(Tax included)

OXYDOL, large pkg.
LAVA SOAP, 2 cakes

21c 4 451

Ole AO/

cans

Quartju

almon Altai"

Tall Can

Heinz Fresh
cucumber

Large Jar

Pure Prepared
Large Quart I

8

El'ctric

Forequarte
"
r

Is rem

Large Size

furter,

i

(Hindquarter, lb. 114e)

Large Yellow Frail

Lb.

lb

Nice As". Lb-

—FRESH FRUIT,
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FRESH VEGETAFILES . . . FRESH
MEA
MORE FOR YOU
R MONEY ALL THE TIME.

RED FRONT
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14•444.444.
.11••••••••••••••••••••••••
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